
 

CULPABILITY 
& THE HOLOCAUST 
 
How culpable are the following people for 
atrocities committed during the Holocaust?  
 

 0 = not at all culpable 
10 = entirely culpable 

__ Adolf Hitler 

__ A civilian who attended a Nazi rally and cheered for Adolf Hitler 

__ A civilian who participated in a Nazi book burning in May 1933 

__ A police officer who participated in a Nazi book burning in May 1933 

__ A civilian who expressed hatred for Jews and Roma in public, but at home 
in private expressed sympathy for the Nazis’ victims 

__ A person who attended a private reception for the Nazi Party 

__ A firefighter who refused to put out fires at synagogues during the 
November Pogrom of 1938 (Kristallnacht, The Night of Broken Glass) 

__ A member of the German Girls’ League 

__ A person who led a Hitler Youth group 

__ A cartoonist employed by the Nazi regime to create a propaganda poster 
and an antisemitic children’s book 

__ A guard stationed at the entrance of a Nazi ghetto 

__ An international diplomat who attended the Évian Conference in 1938 with 
other world leaders and refused entry to Jewish refugees 

__ A secretary of a high-ranking Nazi official 



__ A civilian who moved into the home of a deported Jewish family 

__ A civilian who betrayed a neighbor who was in hiding 

__ A nurse employed by the Nazi regime who murdered people with mental 
and physical disabilities 

__ A visual artist employed by the Nazi regime to photograph and film the Nazi 
ghettos and camps 

__ An appointed Judenrat (Jewish Council) leader in a Nazi ghetto who was 
forced to draw up lists of Jewish children for deportation to the Nazi camps 

__ A German soldier who fought on the warfront 

__ An administrator employed by the Nazi regime to log deportations 

__ A person employed by the Nazi regime to operate trains to the Nazi camps 

__ A member of the Einsatzgruppen (Nazi mobile killing squad) who shot 
Jewish and Roma men, women, and children into open graves 

__ An official who attended the 1942 Wannsee Conference, a secret meeting 
where Nazi leaders discussed ‘The Final Solution to the Jewish Question’ 

__ A guard stationed at a Nazi camp 

__ A Jewish prisoner of a Nazi camp and member of the Sonderkommando 
(special unit) who was forced to lead Jewish families to the gas chambers 

__ A civilian who watched the Nazi trains go by, every day, again and again, 
packed full in one direction, empty in the other 

__ A Nazi officer who poured Zyklon B pellets into the gas chambers 

__ A civilian who received coats and jewelry of gassing victims 
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